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Abstract

The cost of implementing new technology in

aerospace propulsion systems is becoming pro-

hibitively expensive. Large scale system tests

are required to capture the complex interactions
among the multiple disciplines and the multiple

components inherent in modern propulsion sys-

tems. The tremendous progress being made in

computational engineering and the rapid growth

in computing power that is resulting from paral-

lel processing now make it feasible to consider

the use of computer simulations to gain insights
into these complex interactions and to evaluate

new concepts early in the design phase before a

commitment to hardware is made. This paper

describes a NASA initiative to develop a Numer-

ical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS)

capability.

Introduction

Digital simulation of aerospace propulsion

system behavior has been in existence for many

years. The earliest simulations were developed

in the seventies. The performance and reliability

of engine systems depend on the dynamic inter-

action of their subsystems which, in turn, depend

on the dynamic interaction of their respective

components. Interaction phenomena of impor-
tance include flutter, rotor instability, fatigue,

flow separation, nonuniform combustion, blade

containment, and noise suppression. The deter-

mination of aerothermodynamic system perfor-

mance has traditionally relied on prototype tests

while structural reliability has been calculated

from field data. This experience has been used

to develop simulation techniques that employ
varying degrees of approximation to model and

compute the aerothermodynamic performance

and structural reliability of new designs. In

general, these simulations can be divided into

two classes, depending upon their time

dependance.

Steady state simulations are normally used

by design engineers in order to assess design

tradeoffs. Here the emphasis is on ease-of-use

by the designer and, in particular, allowing the

designer to include "company lore" or company

expertise in the design. Depending upon the use

of the design system (i.e., whether it is for con-

ceptual design, preliminary design, detailed

design, or final design) there will be more or less

fidelity included in the simulation. Steady-state

simulations are used for design point analyses,

with allowances for off-design performance. In

the latter design stages, steady-state simulations

can be used to develop control system schedules

and to provide estimates of engine system life.

Dynamic simulations are used after the

engine is designed in order to develop control

laws/logic and to determine the limits of stable

engine operation. Obviously, if the simulation

calculations can be speeded up, more detail (i.e.,
spatial and temporal resolution) can be included

in the simulation model. During control system

hardware and software implementation, there is a

need for a real-time engine simulation that can

be operated with the control system in a "closed-
loop" fashion.

Dynamic simulations are also used to study

cases when the engine behaves differently in the

field from what was envisioned in the design

phase, or as uncovered in the testing of the en-

gine before it was installed into service. These

simulations can be particularly valuable when

ground-based experimental facilities are not

available to simulate the in-flight conditions
under which the unusual behavior was observed.

Obviously the more accurate the simulations, the
more their value.



Theanalysisof propulsionphenomena
involvesacombinationof disciplinesincluding
fluid mechanics,thermalsciences,structural
mechanics,materialsciences,combustiontheory
andcontrolstheory.Thedegreeof resolution
withinananalysisisdeterminedbythemagni-
tudeof localeffects,theextentof theirregionof
influence,andthedynamictimescalesof the
appropriatephysicsrelativeto thedynamicscale
of thesystemphenomenonbeinganalyzed.
Oftenthelimiting factorwill betheavailable
computerpower(speedandmemorycapacity).
Theanalystmustdeterminewhichtermsin the
governingequationsto retainandwhichto
ignoresoasto achievethemaximumlevelof
fidelity within thecomputationalconstraints.

Propulsionphenomenaareinherentlymulti-
disciplinary(i.e.,thetruesystemresponseis the
coupledeffectof all theparticipatingdisciplines
andtheaggregateof thesystemcomponents'
responsesandinteractions).Presentanalyses
(andexperiments)tendto focusonsingle-
disciplineaspectsof thephenomenawithina
localregion(e.g.,a singlecomponent).Using
suitableapproximations,theseanalysesaresome-
timesextendedto a propulsionsubsystemor, in
rarecases,thecompletepropulsionsystem.

Recentadvancesincomputationalfluid
mechanics,computationalstructuralmechanics,
computationalmaterialsscience,computational
controls,andcomputerscienceandtechnology
makeit feasibleto considerthedevelopmentof a
"computationaltest-cell"for propulsionthat
wouldallowfor comprehensivesimulationand
analysisof entirepropulsionconceptsand
designsbeforecommittingto hardware.The
"computationaltest-cell"conceptis illustratedin
Fig. I.

The"computationaltest-cell"will enablethe
incorporationof newmethodologies,suchas
concun'entengineeringandprobabilisticmethods,
intothepropulsiondesignprocess.Thiswill
providethecapabilityto conductcredible,inter-
disciplinaryanalysesof newpropulsionconcepts
anddesigns.

Concurrentengineeringisa top-downsys-
temsapproachwhichprovidesaframeworkand
informationfor explicitdecision-makingthrough-
ot.ttheentireengineeringprocess.Essentialin
thisapproachis theformationof multidiscipline
teamsto carryout integrateddesign,design
optimization,andcomputer-aidedengineering,
design,andmanufacturing.By bringingconcur-
renceintothe"computationaltest-cell"andinto
theearlyphasesof thedesignsystem,it will be
possibleto reducedesigntimeandcostasa
resultof reducingiterations.

Probabilisticmethodscanbeusedasthe
basisfor reliability-baseddesign.Recentlymeth-
odshavebeendevisedthatprovidethecapability
of simulatingtheperformanceof propulsionsys-
temsat severallevelsof resolution.Thesemeth-
odsmakeit possibleto quantifyuncelXaintyand
to establishconfidenceboundsfor thecalculated
values.

Theintroductionof reliability-baseddesign
methodologyalongwith probabilisticanalyses
will providea tool to reducethedesignspacefor
newsystemsandto reduceourdependenceon
hardwaretestingfor proof-of-conceptandsystem
integrationdemonstrations.Theresultingsimula-
tionswill reducetheneedfor testingandidentify
potentialoperationalproblemsearlyin thedesign
process.

Thiscapabilitywill makeit possibleto
computetheexpectedperformance,stability,
reliability,andlife of propulsioncomponents,
subsystems,andsystemsat designandoff-design
conditions,to bringlife cyclecosttradeoffsearly
intothedesignprocessandto determineopti-
mumdesignsto satisfyspecifiedmission
requirements.

Approach

To make the vision of the "computational

test-ceil" a reality will require a coordinated
research and technology program. The NASA

Lewis Research Center's Numerical Propulsion

Simulation System (NPSS) project is aimed at



thedevelopmentanddemonstrationof thekey
enablingtechnologiesfor integratedmultidisci-
plinarysimulation,analysis,andoptimizationof
aerospacepropulsionsystems.A userwill be
ableto selecttheresolution(bothin spaceand
frequency)of themultidisciplinaryanalyses.A
highperformancecomputationaltestbedfor dem-
onstrationof thecapabilitywill beprovided.
TheNPSSdevelopmentwill usea "building

block" approach to gradually accomplish the

integration of the disciplines, components, and

computing hardware.

The NPSS approach is to introduce concur-

rence as early as possible into the design process

via verified computation. In order to achieve

concun'ence, it will be necessary to focus ongo-

ing, single discipline, single component, engine

system oriented, fundamental research and tech-

nology into interdisciplinary projects. In addi-
tion, it will be necessary to acquire and utilize

the best available computational capability and to

anticipate the evolution of computer technology.

NPSS will gain user confidence by continually

applying the resulting capabilities to industry
needs.

The NPSS project is a cooperative effort

involving NASA, industry, and universities. To

the maximum extent possible, NPSS project
activities are being coordinated with other

research and technology programs.

NPSS Strategy

Software Integration

The NPSS must provide the user with a
convenient integration of software for engine

system modeling analysis and computer opera-
tion. Since the simulations will be for total

engine systems, the degree of fidelity for any

single component, or discipline, or computing
facet will be determined by the particular engine
attribute to be simulated. Once this attribute is

specified, the required fidelity of the individual

simulating features will be known. If the

required fidelity is available, the attribute will be

simulated and appropriate conclusions drawn. If
not available, then suitable development (or

research) must be undertaken. Verification of

simulations will be accomplished by comparison

with experimental data.

The capability for users to simulate, analyze,

and optimize propulsion systems will require

high performance, massively parallel computers.

This necessitates development of a user interface
to NPSS that will shield the user from the details

of the computing system while providing suffi-

cient guidance and assistance to build and opel'-
ate the simulation at hand. The vision is that of

a totally "seamless" environment. The environ-

ment will integrate physical sciences, computer

sciences, computer systems software, and com-

puter systems hardware under the control of a

global simulation executive.

The computational simulation of multidisci-

pline, multicomponent problems entails a large
number of variables that must be computed at

multiple scales over multiple regions with results

stored on local/global database environments.

These types of problems can only be effectively

solved using massively parallel processor com-

puters and networks in conjunction with parallel

programming concepts. Logic and software will
be developed to map computations efficiently on

to processors/computers for single disciplines and

for interdisciplinary analyses at both the local

and global levels.

Construction of simulations can be aided by

a visual simulation editor coupled to an expert

system "trained" in the use of the simulation
codes. Artificial intelligence approaches, includ-

ing expert systems and neural nets, will be

investigated for assisting the user in making
appropriate decisions in constructing a simula-

tion. Advanced computer graphics, visualization

and animation complete this environment.

Computing Platform Flexibility

It is the intention of the NPSS to take

advantage of existing codes to the extent possi-

ble, while at the same time maintaining the flexi-

bility to utilize emerging massively parallel
computing hardware platforms. The NPSS soft-

ware architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The



architectureenvisioned utilizes a shared memory

programming paradigm and standard software

tools and programming language extensions.

The programming will be independent of hard-
ware architecture.

Within the computing system, the nature of

the coupling between the computing system

components (processor, memory, communication)

will depend upon the engine system component

codes and single discipline codes required to

compute the desired engine attributes. Therefore,

the selection/development of appropriate proces-

sor VO software, compilers, networking protocols

will be accomplished in conjunction with the

development of engine system and discipline
(i.e., application) codes.

It is expected that advances in parallel com-

puting will make the integrated, interdisciplinary

analysis of complex propulsion systems practical

for design and analysis. At the same time, it is

expected that approaches to problem formulation

and algorithm design will have to change to be
able to exploit the new parallel architectures.
Therefore, NPSS will establish a testbed environ-

ment so that application and computer scientists

can gain experience with state-of-the-art hard-

ware and software tools to develop algorithms

and to identify the appropriate computing archi-

tectures for the propulsion system applications.

Hierarchical Modeling

The coupling of the disciplines and compo-
nent codes involves the subdivision of a com-

plete system, e.g., an aircraft engine, into a series

of subsystems, e.g., inlet, compressor, combustor,
turbine, and nozzle. It is convenient to define a

hierarchy of multidisciplinary simulation modules

for each subsystem ranking from relatively sim-

ple time and space "averaged" analysis methods

(Level I) to complex three-dimensional, time-

accurate analysis methods (Level V). The rela-
tionship of these modules and their function is

shown in Fig. 4. They are defined as:

Level I: Engine system performance model.
This model is basically a thermodynamic

model which calculates the system effi-

ciency based upon engine configuration and
component efficiencies. It allows rapid

evaluation of various engine concepts.

Level II: Engine system dynamics and

controls model. This model is basically a

one dimensional flow path model, with

simplified structural elements, controls, and

other disciplines. It uses component perfor-

mance information, design geometry infor-

mation, and dynamic information in order to

calculate engine thrust and weight as well as

system transient response in order to analyze
operability problems and devise control

strategies to handle them.

Level III: Space and/or time-averaged

engine system model. This model is basi-

cally a two-dimensional (i.e., axisymmetric)

fluid model. It utilizes axisymmetric, cou-

pled discipline models in an engine system

environment in order to relate component
boundary conditions (primarily input/output

conditions) to overall system boundary

conditions in order to simulate component
interactions. This is also the basic level

about which the "zooming" process is con-
structed. It will be a transient model and

address all problems from Level II but, in

addition, provide more detailed geometry
information.

Level IV: Space and/or time averaged sub-

system (or component) models. These mod-

els are basically three dimensional. They

are multidiscipline models which are cou-
pled in ways which are compatible with the

physics of the component model, but are

still averaged over smaller time and space

scales. These models must also be post-

processed in order to connect with the

Level III engine system model in the

"zooming" process.

Level V: Three-dimensional, time-accurate

component models. This level of simulation

basically consists of a fully three-
dimensional, time-accurate simulation of all
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physicalprocessesona component-by-
componentbasis.This is themostcomplete
levelof physicalapproximation.

Thecomponentcouplingisdeterminedby
thepropulsionsystemgeometryandoperating
conditionsandcanbeaccomplishedbylinking
disciplinecodeswithina componentcode,and
thenlinkingcomponentcodeswithinanengine
systemor subsystem(Fig.4, LevelsI to III).
Whenthecouplingis determinedby thephysics
of thesimulation,thenthecouplingwill belocal
andmayhaveto takeplacewithina component
attheequationlevel(Fig.4, LevelsIV to V).

cal processesthroughouttheenginein a
computationally-tractablemannerandwill allow
theanalysisto beusedona routinebasisfor
designassessmentandoptimization.Thus,this
approachwill bemuchmorecosteffectiveand
shouldprovideanattractiveapproachfor overall
systemperformanceoptimization.Theactual
interfacealgorithmsusedin this"zooming"
approachwill rangefromthedirectcoupling
approachdescribedaboveto oneinvolvingthe
interfaceof time-andspace-averagedparameters.
Withthisapproach,specialemphasiscanbe
placedon theeffectsof interfacesensitivities
betweentwo subsystemsin anentiresystem.

"Zooming" Discipline Coupling

Attempting to resolve all of the length and

time scales that are present in the fhfids and

structures of the engine is impractical, even on

high performance computers. Therefore, a ratio-

nal approach for identifying and resolving the

critical scales is needed. Approaches that have

been shown to be effective for single component

analyses will be extended to the simulation of

coupled components and entire engine systems.

Approaches will be developed to allow selected

components to be resolved to a greater level of

detail than others. Utilization of the zooming

approach will allow the interconnection of a

series of multidiscipline simulations in which a

single or small number of modules are simulated

with very accurate methods, perhaps. Level IV
or V, while the remainder of the subsystems are

implemented with simple methods, perhaps

Level II or III. This focusing or "zooming" in

on a particular component will allow for a more

thorough analysis of that subsystem in a com-

plete multidiscipline system format without hav-

ing to completely simulate the entire system at
the same detailed level.

For example, studies of compression system

stability will require a detailed treatment of the

compression system to be coupled to lower-

resolution treatments of the fan, combustor, tur-

bine, and nozzle with the appropriate boundary

conditions to represent the intercomponent inter-

actions (Fig. 5). This "zooming" capability

will permit the analyst to capture relevant physi-

For computational simulation to be credible,

it must include efficient multidisciplinary cou-

pling. In the case of mulfidisciplinary simulation

of dynamic phenomena, the time scales associa-

ted with various aspects of the phenomena have

to be considered. In an engine interacting phe-

nomena, such as surge, stall, flutter, component

and system dynamics, low and high cycle

fatigue, and takeoff and landing operations occur

within widely varying time intervals. The com-

putational procedures and the "clock cycle" of a

multidisciplinary simulation have to accommo-
date these vast differences in time scales. The

simulation clock cycle has to be consistent with

the available computational power and, in the

case of animated graphic representation, the

perception rate of the human visual capability.

Implementing coupling in the required
numerical simulation, analysis, and optimization

is a tremendous challenge because of the poten-
tially very large number of interrelated variables

and the very large number of iterations that can

result from general-purpose algorithms. A hier-

archical approach that can reduce the dimension-

ality of the system description while still

retaining the essential system behavior is needed.

There are a variety of techniques that can be

used for coupling discipline variables for propul-
sion components, subsystems, and systems.

These include sequential iteration between disci-

plines, specially-derived system matrices, and

coupling at the fundamental equation level. In



NPSS,all threemethodswill beappliedto the
filteredNavier-Stokesequationsandtheprogres-
sivelysubstrt,cturedstructuralmechanicsformu-
lations. Relationships (i.e., sensitivities) will be

derived for use in optimization algorithms that

are streamlined for the multidisciplinary, multi-

component application.

The coupling across disciplines in a concur-

rent multidisciplinary formulation can be repre-
sented by coupling relations. The coefficients

(elements) in these relations define the coupling

of a specific variable from one discipline with

respective variables from interacting disciplines
(Fig. 6). Perturbation of the variables in the

coupling relations provides a measure of the

sensitivity of the interacting disciplines to this

perturbation. A priori description of this sensi-

tivity relationship enhances the computational

simulation in several respects: (1) scoping the

degree of coupling, (2) identifying the interacting
disciplines, (3) resolving time/space scales,

(4) selecting time/space scale for loosely coupled

interacting discipline intervention during the

solution processes, (5) deciding on a solution

strategy, and (6) imposing convergence criteria.

Three different methods will be developed

for defining and deriving sensitivity relations.
These are:

(1) heuristic - based on available tradi-

tional single discipline approaches and
expert opinion,

(2) progressive estimation - filling in and

refining the sensitivity matrices by using
optimization techniques and the strengths

(weights) of developing connections in

neural nets concepts, and

(3) coupled formulation - those derived
in the fundamental formulation for multi-

disciplinary coupling.

The requisite technology base required for

the development and definition of sensitivity
(relations) includes: advanced methods of matrix

operations for integration, differentiation, inver-

sion and eigenvalue extraction, adaptive matrix

partitioning, transfer matrices, specialty matrix

manipulators/solvers, various expansion tech-
niques and symbolic operators.

The salient coupling terms will be identified

and their space/time scale resohation, integration,
and contribution to the dynamic interaction com-

puted. This approach differs from the classical

analytical approach which minimizes the number

of variables retained in the governing equations

by using formal applied mathematical techniques.

The proposed approach retains all the primitive

variables in the primitive equations. This results

in relatively large systems of equations that must
be solved simultaneously.

Alternative methods for coupling disciplines,

that have the potential for reducing the computa-

tional requirements/computing times, will also be
investigated and assessed. These include multi-

disciplinary finite and boundary elements, adap-
tive superelements, hybrid finite-difference/

finite-element formulations, hybrid finite-

element/boundary elements, modeling, slave

finite-elements, coupling matrix generators,
hybrid analyzers for the above formulations, data

storage and retrieval systems, telescoping scale

integrators and progressive substructuring for

local/global (global/local) zooming (transcending

spatial/temporal scales) as well as probability and
statistics for quantification of reliability and risk.

Optimization

Complex propulsion systems are cun'ently
designed sequentially at two fundamental levels:

(1) single component and (2) single disciplines.

Each discipline contributes its part to each com-

ponent's design. Several interdisciplinary itera-

tions usually take place which result in trade-offs

between the disciplines and their competing

objectives for each component. The components

are assembled into a subsystem and generally

require intercomponentAnterdiscipline iterations

to reach an acceptable (compromised) design.
Part of the design iterations can be formally

represented using optimization methods. These

methods have been very successful for single

component/single discipline optimization. Some

limited multidisciplinary optimization capabilities
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havebeendevelopedfor a singlecomponent
(blade) of propulsion systems but tinder the

restrictions imposed by cun'ent general purpose
optimization algorithms. 3 Similar optimization

techniques can be applied to minimize the num-

ber of iterations during the solution process.

Different techniques are required for different
situations.

Five different types of optimization algo-

rithms will be investigated and assessed for

application to multidisciplinary and multicompo-

nent propulsion systems: (1) hierarchical,

(2) multiscale, (3) multiregion, (4) multiobjec-

tive, (5) adaptive.

Hierarchical algorithms provide the capabil-

ity to select dominant variables/disciplines/

components during the optimization process.

These variables/disciplines/components will con-

tinually change as the optimization progresses.

Multiscale algorithms provide the formalism

for optimizing at different scales (expanding/

contracting) as the optimization progresses. This

algorithm will allow us to conduct local optimi-

zation simultaneously with global but at different

rates and with different accuracy. It will also

allow us to optimize spatially and temporally at

different rates and with different convergence
criteria.

Multiregion algorithms are similar to multi-
scale algorithms but are structured for regions

and components. That is, different regions/

components can be optimized at different rates

while the rates can change as the system opti-
mum becomes more sensitive to critical

regions/conlponents.

Multiobjective algorithms can handle the

simultaneous optimization of multidisciplinary,
multicomponent problems. Formalism will be

included for coupled objectives and/or weighted

objectives as well as discriminatory selection for
a critical discipline/component.

Adaptive algorithms have the potential for

progressively monitoring dominant conditions

and providing the hierarchical algorithm with the

appropriate choices.

The technology base to support development

of these optimization algorithms include mathe-

matical optimization techniques: linear, non-
linear, continuous, discrete, constrained,

unconstrained, substructuring, variable linking as
well as a variety of direct nonlinear mathematical

and optimality criteria search methods that have
evolved over the years.

Propulsion System Simulation

The development of an engine simt, lation

capability will begin with existing Level II

dynamic en_gine system models of aerothermal
(DIGTEM)_' and structural (TETRA) 5 behavior

(Fig. 7). Level IV aerothermal and structural

simulations will be used to generate the required

component parameters and maps for the Level II

engine models. Then, methods for improving the

parametric representation of the components will

be investigated so that the significant phenome-

non observed from detailed analyses can be

represented in the engine model.

The initial simulations involving Level II

aero and structures codes will investigate the

thermal lag between changes in the engine oper-

ating conditions and the heat transfer effects on

the structure. Thermal strains resulting from the

changes in the temperature of the structure affect
the secondary cooling flow passages and tip

clearance flow in the components. These effects
must be accounted for in the aero codes and will

result in a change in the computed engine operat-

ing conditions.

The Level IV aerodynamic simulation model

that will serve as the basis for the integrated

propulsion system model will be the Adamczyk

average-passage formulation which consists of
the filtered forms of the Navier-Stokes and

energy equations.6_ 7 This model was designed to

resolve only those temporal and spatial scales

that have a direct impact on the relevant physical
processes. The effects of the unresolved scales,

which appear as body forces and energy sources



in theequations,areestimatedthroughsemi-
empiricalrelations,basedonexperimentsor
high-resolutionnumericalsimulations.The
resultsfi'omthelower-resoh,tionanalysisappear
asboundaryconditionsfor thehigh-resolution
model.Initially,this modelwill beappliedto
thestudyof acompressionsystemandits perfor-
mance,stability,bladevibration,andnoisegen-
eration.Sincethemethodologyappliesto the
fimdamentalfluid flow eqt.ations,it will thenbe
extendedto theotherpropulsioncomponents.

Thestructuresmodelingwill beaimedat
developinga comparablecomputationalcapabil-
ity thatwill providea meansto traversemultiple
scalesof spatialresolutionwitha minimum
numberof variablesat eachlevel. In thisway,
ananalysiscanproceedfrom abladeto arotor
sectorto a rotorto anenginecoreto thecom-
pleteengine.Theresultingsystemmodelwill
havea minimumnumberof degreesof freedom
consistentwith theobjectivesof theanalysis
whichwill minimizethecomputationalrequire-
ments.Thismethodologywill beapplicableto
thesolutionof lineal"andincrementalnonlinear
analysisproblems.Thiscapabilitywill be
achievedthroughtheformulationandimplemen-

tation of a progressive substructuring ("tele-

scoping super-elements") technique within the
mixed-iterative finite element method framework

and associated MINUTES 8 computer code and
within the botmdary element framework and

associated BEST3D 9 computer code.

The coupling of the Level IV aerodynamic

and structures codes for the fan will permit the

direct simulation of the effect of changes in fan
geometry upon the operating conditions of the

engine. Of particular interest is the effect on the

fan/core split (aero only) and upon the effect of
blade loading upon the fan clearance and the ulti-

mate effect on the fan performance map (aero-
dynamic and structures).

Simulation verification requires experimental

data (or some other tie to reality) to provide a
validation and/or calibration of the numerical

models and methods used in the solution proce-
dure. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of a

complete engine simulation, NPSS will require

an extensive validation process. The baseline

engine to be t, sed in thisprocess is the Energy
Efficient Engine (EEE). 1" This advanced co,'e

engine was recently developed under government
sponsorship, and has an extensive series of com-

ponent and complete engine data. This data will
provide an initial calibration of the NPSS

methodology.

NPSS Proiect Management

Partnership

Because of the scope of the NPSS activities

and the synergistic benefits of NPSS to the aero-

propulsion community, the NPSS project team

includes a number of partners and organizations.
All partners are involved either as contributors or

as users. Emphasis is being placed on establish-

ing communication paths and standards to

accommodate both institutionally and organiza-
tionally, on a long term basis, the inevitable

personnel changes that will occur over the life of

the project.

Interfaces

NASA Headquarters is the interface for pro-

gram definition and fimding. NPSS represents a

formal mechanism to focus propulsion-related

research within the aeronautics program, and a

quantitative method by which mission benefits

for various program tradeoffs can be made. It

can represent a computational contact point for

programs at other NASA centers, (e.g., in

airframe/engine integration studies).

Indt,stry interaction with NPSS will occur

for both engine manufacturers and computer

manufacturers. Engine companies can use NPSS
as a testbed to try new analysis systems which

are potential candidates for their internal use, and

to evahmte different computer hardware plat-

forms for their software. Computer manufactur-

ers can consider the NPSS project as a potential

testbed site Ior new equipment, as well as a way

of gaining insight into computationally intensive

applications that may influence the design of new
equipment.



Universityinteractionswill providea mech-
anismfor evaluatingcomputationalresearchin
thecontextof enginesimulationandhighper-
formancecomputing.TheOhioAerospaceInsti-
tutewill concenti'ateitseffortsonproviding
on-siteinteractionwith students,faculty,and
possiblyevenindustryresearchers.Thesecon-
tactswill beusefulidentifyingresearcherswho
arewell versedin enginesimulationtechniques.
Theon-siteinteractionwith industryuserswill
beusefulin transferringtechnologyOn both

directions).

Planning Process

Industry and university representatives on
NPSS planning groups were solicited by NASA.

Planning discussions were held that resulted in

drafting a project plan. During the development

of the plan, questions arose for which answers

from industry were required. The NASA team
interacted in a round-robin fashion with the ini-

tial planning group to refine the project plan.

The process will continue throughout the devel-

opment of NPSS.

Clearly, it is important for NPSS developers

to understand the scope of the present design

processes in use by the engine manufacturers, the

extent to which computational simulation pres-

ently is used, and how it might be used in the

future. Methods by which this information can
be determined and used in the planning of the

NPSS activities are being considered and dis-

cussed with the appropriate pal_ners. A first task

is to identify critical simulation technologies that

can have a significant impact on engine develop-

ment time and cost. Computational limitations

and bottlenecks will be identified. The impact of

projected advances in computational technology

on industry capabilities to simulate multidiscipli-

nary phenomena and component-component
interactions will be assessed. Promising areas for

research and technology development will be

identified. A roadmap for cooperative NASA-

Industry technology developments and demon-

strations via NPSS will be developed.

Organization

The NPSS project at Lewis is located in the
Aeronautics Directorate. The technical direction

and execution of the project will be accom-

plished via matrix managerial tasks which will be

performed by the Lewis scientific and engineer-
ing staff and by contractors and/or grantees.

A combined industry/university steering

committee interacts with a NASA Lewis steering

committee to provide project oversight. The

steering committees interact directly with Lewis

technical personnel to review project activities.

Implementation teams, involving participants

from all three working organizations, as well as

interdisciplinary members will define, advocate,

and implement the technical problem solution.

Communication is accomplished via continual
informal communication among the implementa-

tion team members, formal frequent management

meetings, and regular steering committee

briefings.

Because the "computational test-cell" is

viewed as a long-range goal, it is desirable to
balance the nearer-term prototyping activities

with longer-term basic research activities that

cot, id provide new ideas, concepts, and technolo-

gies for future generations of NPSS. It is impor-

tant to strengthen the computer science element
of these research institutes dealing with compt, ta-

tional mechanics for propulsion. This will
ensure a continuing, long-range research program

and oppot_tunities for technical innovation that
can result in future enhancements for the NPSS.

Promising areas of research include:

Algorithm development for (massively)

parallel computers

Scaling techniques that allow algorithms to

be adjusted according to application require-
ments and available computational resources

9



Resourcemanagementstrategiesfor
(massively) parallel and distributed

mu ltiprocessors

Special-purpose architectures such as neural
nets

Strategies for real-time applications

Fault-tolerant strategies for (massively)

parallel and distributed multiprocessors

Concluding Remarks

The NPSS "Computational Test Cell" for

propulsion is a long-range goal that is shared by
NASA, universities, and industry. The evolution

of NPSS will occur over many years with the
contribution from many parties. Key to its suc-
cess will be the establishment of communication

mechanisms and procedures by which these
contributions can be obtained, share, and used.

The NPSS technology project can develop

and demonstrate many key, enabling technologies

for aerospace propulsion systems design, analy-

sis, and optimization. However, to be successful,

several things must take place:

Effective interdisciplinary teams must be

established to define, advocate, and imple-
ment technical solutions.

Coordination and a balancing of effo1_ts

among the interdisciplinary engine system
activities (physics, algorithms, models,

codes) and the interdisciplinary computer

system activities (architectures, software

tools .... ) must be maintained so as not to

push either activity ahead of the other.

This suggests a strong requirement for effec-

tive project management to ensure that the avail-

able funding and skilled staff are effectively used
to address the needs.
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Figure 3.--NPSS architecture.
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